ROTARY CLUB OF RUGBY CENTENARY PROJECT

In 2017 the Rotary Club of Rugby started to consider projects to mark the club’s centenary
which falls in June 2022. Members wanted to undertake a project which would provide long
term benefits to the community, enhance the profile of the club (and the Rotary
organisation), involve local organisations, and increase volunteering.
The project selected involves undertaking environmental improvements on the southern
section of the Great Central Way (GCW) between Abbey Street and Hillmorton Road as
shown on the plans below. This section of the GCW is 1.1 km (0.68 mile) in length and is
very overgrown with self-seeded trees, brambles and other vegetation. The aim is to improve
the ecological, landscape, educational and recreational value of the GCW.

The GCW is a footpath and cycleway (part of National Cycle Route 41) running north-south
through Hillmorton with access available from a number of roads along its length. It is well
used by dog walkers, joggers and cyclists. For most of its length it is in cutting and is
overgrown with trees and scrub with the result that parts of it are dark and unattractive for
use by single pedestrians. There have been instances of anti-social behaviour.
The land is owned by Rugby Borough Council (RBC) and the section south of Hillmorton
Road (south of the project) is leased to the Warwickshire Wildlife Trust (WWT) who have
managed it for butterfly conservation over the last 25 years or so. Due to limited resources
neither the Council nor the Trust have been able to do more than maintain the surface of the
way north of Hillmorton Road and carry out occasional grass cutting adjacent the track. Both
organisations fully support the project.

This project involves enhancement of the full length of this section of the GCW by, amongst
other things, removing undergrowth and trees within an overall landscape/ecological
framework, improving the Sun Street Play Area adjacent the GCW, creating wild play areas,
providing artwork, improved seating and better signage. A commitment has been made from
a local charity to fund new bespoke seating in 2021.
The Centenary project
The GCW is underutilised as a recreation/leisure facility. It has enormous potential for
improvement to provide a fantastic recreational opportunity for people of all ages through
amongst other things :
A

the removal of self-seeded vegetation to open up views into the former track bed;

B
the creation of more attractive vistas along the route and from local roads down into
the cuttings through selective tree removal and new planting;
C
laying the hedge at the Sun Street Play Area which will better integrate it into the
GCW; and
D

improved signage and artwork along the length of the route.

The project is an ambitious one and is being carried out over a four year period. There are
opportunities to involve community organisations in the town in such a project including
schools, youth clubs, Warwickshire college and local businesses. As part of the project it is
intended to train volunteers to undertake work e.g. strimming overgrown areas, hedge laying
etc which will provide a legacy for the future. The intention would be that once the works are
complete the Council, WWT, and community organisations would be able to maintain the
GCW with the improved resources which they will have following completion of the project.
RBC and the WWT are enthusiastic partners in this project and all three organisations have
agreed a management plan for the project. Work began on site in October 2018 on the
section north of Clifton Road and in the last Rotary year (to July 2019) tree felling in this area
was completed. In addition, some 160 m of hedge was laid at the Sun Street Play Area and
brambles and scrub was removed together with a considerable amount of litter/rubbish. In
the Rotary years 2020 – 2021 and 2021 – 2022 this section will be re-appraised and further
work carried out as necessary.
Progress to date
RBC and the WWT are enthusiastic partners in this project. Between March and May 2018
the WWT and the club surveyed this section of the GCW and prepared a new management
plan, the last one was produced in 1999! This was passed to RBC in May 2018 and all
parties are in agreement as to the proposals set out in that document.
Work began on site in October 2018 on the section between Bridge Street and St Andrew’s
School. A WWT volunteer first marked trees and tree limbs which needed to be removed
because they were dead, dying or causing damage. Over the next three months these
trees/limbs were removed and some 160 m of hedge around the Sun Street Play Area was
laid. In addition an area north of the Sun Street Play Area was cleared of vegetation and St
Andrew’s Benn School have expressed an interest in using this area as a forest school.
A joint WWT/Rotary work party took place in November with volunteers litter picking,
removing brambles/thorns, cutting back vegetation and clearing rubble. RBC chipped the
brash created from the work which will be used as a mulch and also for new paths.

Above and below – hedging before and after being laid

In January 2019 work started on the section to the south. The aim was to improve sight lines
onto the cutting, create glades to encourage more varied flora and create better habitats for
wildlife. This work was completed at the end of February. A joint WWT/Rotary working party
brush cut brambles and thorns, removed self-seeded saplings (known as ‘tree popping’),
built dry hedges from brash created as a result of tree removal, and litter picking.

Above and below - work party in progress

Above – the finished dead hedges

From September 2019 work took place on the section south of Clifton Road. This section is
in a cutting up to 16 m deep with steep banks on each side. It has dense self-seeded
vegetation (mainly sycamores) including some large trees up to 80 feet in height with a
diameter of over a metre. The aim of the work is to improve sight lines onto the cutting,
create glades and create better habitats for wildlife.

The banks are steep, the trees tall, the cutting deep with lots of saplings!

Left - dense tree cover summer 2019, right after thinning out and cutting back late 2019
Work started in September to clear trees between the path from St Peter’s Road down to the
way itself which prevented views into the cutting. Dead and dying trees adjacent the way
were then cleared, opening up views towards some of the larger trees at the tops of the
banks. These include oaks and birch and on a clear morning with the sun coming through
the branches they look wonderful. In January 2020 work started at the top of the bank
adjacent St Peter’s Road.
The Council and WWT mark trees to be felled, or branches to be removed, and the Rotary
team then undertake the work. The stems of trees are usually cut up into short lengths which
are used for firewood. The rest of the branches are cut down to create ‘dead hedges’ which
are good for wildlife. These are provided on the banks and can be positioned to prevent
people eroding the banks and, in one case, to protect a badger sett.

Above - the bank adjacent St Peter’s Road, dead hedge to prevent access
to the bank, stumps of felled trees and trees to be felled marked in red.

Above - bank between the path from St Peter’s Road (right) and the way
(left) cleared of trees.

Above - view of same from the way
Although some work was carried out to create glades by Nature Force ten or more years ago
these areas were not subsequently maintained such that now there are hundreds of self
seeded saplings of various sizes in this area. Saplings have been removed using a tool
known as a ‘tree popper’, a heavy implement which pulls saplings out by their roots. It is
hard work which is better done after rain when the saplings come out more easily. The
problem with that, however, is that the slopes can be slippery!

Previously cleared area full of saplings (left) and cleared area and tree popper to right

An important aspect of the project is the educational benefits that the GCW can bring. To
this end the club organised a trip for a party of 26 children from Rokeby Primary School and
Bilton High School aged ten to thirteen. After walking the section of the line from Clifton
Road to Lower Hillmorton Road the party ascended the bank and walked along a path which
had been cleared by the team a few days before, avoiding rabbit holes and brambles. The
children were then divided to carry out some dead hedge building and litter picking.

‘Caution Children at Work’ - Pupils from Rokeby School on their Global Virtues Visit

A total of thirteen bags of litter/rubbish were collected.

One of the aims of the project is to provide training for local wildlife volunteers so that they
can use mechanical equipment which will allow more work to be carried out than using hand
tools. To this end in 2018 a volunteer from the WWT was trained in the use and
maintenance of a chainsaw (a five day course) and four local volunteers were trained in the
use of brushcutters/strimmers in 2019. All now have City and Guilds qualifications.
Work parties take place on most Monday and Thursday mornings and by the end of March
2020 a total of 625 hours had been spent on the project.

A well earned rest for the Rotary team

